
Tesla’s HeartSender 
 

The Tesla’s HeartSender was developed 

some months after the Tesla’s TransCender 

had been worked with for some time, and 

there was some thoughts about a further 

need to have a heart brain connection.  

Once developed it was evident how amazing 

this formation would be.  

When sitting or standing on the Tesla’s 

HeartSender your heart and mind become  

connected. You are in a coherent state, 

your thoughts and emotions become 

balanced, and you experience inner harmony. 

 

We call it Heart Intelligence… 

What is Heart Intelligence you may well ask ?                                                                           

It is the flow of intuitive awareness with an understanding of your inner 

guidance. You will experience this on the Tesla’s HeartSender.                   

Your mind will be in coherent alignment with your heart, and you will have 

organization at a cellular level. 

We must always be conscious of the fact that no two people have the same 

energy signatures and thus the outcome is different for each person. 

Tesla’s HeartSender comes with a soft light canvas base for easy transport. 

The  Tesla’s HeartSender consist of:                                                                                                

1 Small 5G Oyster and 6 Small Spirit Plates in the outer 

corners.                                                                            

These are made specifically to work in this configuration and 

under NO circumstances can they be separated; they are 

treated together and must stay together, or the energy is 

altered.  Treat them as a family, not to be parted.  

 

 



Sitting within the Tesla’s HeartSender is a lovely place to meditate. 

This little device is truly amazing. 

“Gentle and yet forceful” is the only description 

we have for Tesla’s HeartSender. 

Once you have the heart-mind coherence, the level 

of connectedness to yourself and others is 

amazing. 

Among the many benefits of personal coherence 

are;                                                            

Increased composure, more energy, clear thinking,  

which can help to enhanced the immune system. 

The HeartMath Institute has done many studies 

on heart brain coherence and say as you bring your physical, mental and emotional 

systems into coherent alignment, you begin to experience increased access to your 
heart’s intuitive guidance. 

Tuning into your heart’s wisdom creates a profound shift within that helps you 
approach situations with more emotional balance, compassion, clarity and personal 
confidence. 

From a physics perspective, when we are in a coherent state, virtually no energy 

is wasted because there is synchronization between the heart and mind. 

One of the simplest and quickest paths to personal heart coherence is through 

the Tesla’s HeartSender. 

The energy of Tesla’s HeartSender is similar but on a mini scale to that of 

the Tesla’s LightChamber. 

For more in-depth understanding of how the heart and brain communicate there 

are many scientific research publications or go to www.heartmath.com. 

 

 

 

RR price with mat; $2,535.00 

 

 

http://www.heartmath.com/

